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Abstract

Recent advances in the applications of deep neural networks to numerous visual perception tasks have shown excellent performance. However, this generally requires access to large amount of training samples and hence one persistent challenge is the setting of few-shot learning (i.e. ability to adapt to new tasks using only a few labeled samples without forgetting the original distribution). In most existing 3D fine-grained parsing related works, a separate parametric neural model is trained to parse each semantic category, which hinders knowledge sharing across objects and few-shot generalization to novel categories. In this thesis, we present Analogical Networks, a model that casts fine-grained 3D visual parsing as analogical inference: instead of mapping input scenes to part labels, which is hard to adapt in a few-shot manner to novel inputs, our model retrieves related scenes from memory and their corresponding part structures, and predicts analogous part structures in the input scene, via an end-to-end learnable modulation mechanism. By conditioning on more than one memory and using this memory as in-context information, compositions of structures are predicted, that mix and match parts from different visual exemplars. This is a memory inspired learning framework for perception parsing tasks that encodes domain knowledge explicitly in a vast collection of memories at different levels of abstraction, in addition to those implicitly encoded as model parameters. We show that Analogical Networks excel at few-shot 3D parsing, where instances of novel object categories are successfully parsed simply by expanding the model’s memory, without any weight updates. Analogical Networks outperform existing state-of-the-art detection transformer models, as well as related meta-learning and few-shot learning techniques at part segmentation. We show that part correspondences emerge across memory and input scenes by simply training for a label-free segmentation objective, as a byproduct of the analogical inductive bias.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The dominant paradigm in existing deep visual learning is to train high capacity networks that map input visual observations to task-specific output labels. Despite their success across a plethora of tasks, these models struggle to perform well in few-shot settings where only a small set of examples are available for learning. Meta-learning approaches provide one promising solution to this setting by enabling efficient task-specific adaptation of generic models, but this specialization comes at the cost of poor performance on the original tasks as well as the need to adapt separate models for each novel task considered. In this work, we introduce an alternative approach that unifies inference in both few-shot and many-shot settings. Instead of pursuing the prediction of task-specific outputs, we formulate an approach for analogy-driven prediction, where the desired prediction can be dynamically specified at inference given labeled examples from memory.

1.2 Contributions

In his seminal work [3], Moshe Bar argued for the importance of analogies and associations in human reasoning—highlighting how associations of novel inputs to analogous representations in memory can drive perceptual inference. In this work, we
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Figure 1.1: Cross-object part correspondences emerge in Analogical Networks for 3D object segmentation, without part association or semantic part labelling supervision. One model is trained across multiple object categories and segmentation granularities. Retrieved memories (2nd and 5th columns) modulate segmentation of the input 3D point cloud (1st and 4th columns, respectively). Contextualized memory part embeddings decode analogous parts in the input scene. We indicate corresponding parts between the memory and the input scene with the same color. Parts shown in black in columns 3, and 6 are decoded from scene-agnostic queries, and thus they are not in correspondence to any parts of the memory scene. Rows 5, 6: Conditioning the same input point cloud on memories with finer or coarser segmentation results in the segmentation of analogous granularity.

We operationalize these insights and propose Analogical Networks, an analogical learning framework for 3D visual parsing. Our approach encodes domain knowledge explicitly in a collection of structured parsed scene memories as well as implicitly in model
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parameters. Given an input 3D shape, the model retrieves relevant memories on-the-fly and uses them to modulate inference and segment object parts in the input point cloud. The modulation mechanism operates as top-down guidance for the model to focus on the retrieved memories and infer the analogous parts in the input scene. During modulation, the input scene and the retrieved memories are jointly encoded and contextualized via cross-attention operations. The memory part features are then used to decode corresponding parts in the input. Instead of mapping the input point cloud to semantic class labels, the model reasons analogically and maps the input to modifications and compositions of past visual memories without any explicit semantic label prediction step. Memory to input scene part associations emerge in our model without association supervision, simply as a byproduct of the analogical inductive biases of the modulation process, as shown in Figure 1.1.

In Analogical Networks, the encoder and modulator parameters are trained end-to-end for the visual parsing task, but the memory retrieval process is not end-to-end differentiable. We devise a novel pre-training scheme where we train the encoder and modulator sub-modules to parse an augmented version of a 3D scene given the original, un-augmented scene as the modulating memory, bypassing the retrieval process. We show this pre-training helps our model, particularly in the few-shot setting.

We test our model on the 3D object segmentation PartNet benchmark of Mo et al. [33]. We compare against state-of-the-art (SOTA) 3D object segmentors, approaches designed specifically for part segmentation, as well as meta-learning and few-shot learning [40] baselines adapted for the task of 3D parsing. Analogical Networks outperform the baselines in the standard many-shot train-test split and particularly shine over the baselines in the few-shot setting: simply by expanding the memory repository with encodings of a few exemplars, and even without any weight updates, Analogical Networks segment novel instances much better than the baselines. We extensively ablate the design choices of our model to quantify the contributions of the modulation architecture, the pre-training scheme, and the memory retrieval. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

1. A mechanism for in-context memory-modulated learning. We introduce a model that, given a set of relevant examples, predicts analogical part structures in the present input scene. The memory context is a natural way to communicate the
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A task to the model. In this work, a task refers to parsing objects of different categories or segmentation granularity. Analogical Networks cast every task as an analogical correspondence problem to an appropriate set of memories and their labels. This allows us to train one model across all tasks, where each inference is modulated with a different set of relevant memories, of appropriate category and segmentation granularity. In contrast, existing neural network models that are trained to map input to output [5, 13, 41, 50, 52, 56, 57] break the general task of point cloud segmentation into sub-tasks and train different networks per object category (e.g., chair, table, etc.) and part label granularity (levels 1, 2, 3 in the PartNet benchmark [33]).

2. Few-shot transfer via analogical prediction. In parametric learning by gradient descent, any change to neural parameters impacts all aspects of the agent’s future behavior, leading to catastrophic forgetting [23]. Analogical Networks learn from a few examples through memory expansion without needing to update the weights of the networks, which resolves the interference problems of parametric models [15].

3. Emergent correspondences without semantic supervision. Correspondences emerge across exemplars through the proposed modulation mechanism that uses memory part features as expert queries during part detection in place of learnable scene-agnostic queries used in SOTA transformer visual detectors [5].

1.3 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the related works in the field of few-shot learning, memory augmented neural networks, 3D instance segmentation, and Neural-symbolic models. Section 3 describes the proposed Analogical Network along with its modules in detail. Section 4 reports in detail about datasets, evaluation setups, and experiments about the Analogical Networks. This Section also explores the ablation experiments for the retriever module of the Analogical Network and shows qualitative results for the scene parsing. Section A describes the implementation and hyper-parameter details used in the experiments, along with additional scene parsing qualitative results for different baselines.
Chapter 2

Related Works

2.1 Few-shot Prediction: Meta-learning and Learning Associations

A key goal for our approach is to enable accurate inference in few-shot settings. Previous approaches [2, 14, 27, 29, 34, 37, 40, 43, 48, 49, 53] that target similar settings can be broadly categorized as relying on either meta-learning or learning better associations. Meta-learning approaches tackle few-shot prediction by learning a generic model that can be efficiently adapted to a new task of interest from a few labelled examples. While broadly applicable, these methods result in catastrophic forgetting of the original task during adaptation and thus require training a new model for each task of interest. Moreover, the goal of learning generic and rapidly adaptable models can lead to sub-optimal performance over the base tasks with abundant data. An alternative approach for the few-shot setting is to learn better associations. For example, the category of a new example maybe inferred by transferring the label(s) from the one (or few) closest samples [40, 42]. While this approach obviates the need for adapting models and can allow prediction in few-shot and many-shot settings, the current approaches are only applicable to global prediction, e.g., image labels. Our work can be viewed as extending such association-based methods to allow predicting fine-grained and generic visual structures using our proposed modulation-based prediction mechanism.
2. Related Works

2.2 Memory-Augmented Neural Networks

Santoro et al. [38] are equipped with explicit external key-value memories, which they can attend on and retrieve key-value pairs relevant to the input. Memory-augmentation of parametric models permits fast learning with few examples, where the data are saved in the explicit memory immediately after their acquisition. Whereas learning via parameter update is slow and requires multiple gradient iterations on decorrelated examples. External memories have recently been used in scaling up language models [4, 24], to alleviate the limited context window of parametric transformers [51], to store knowledge in the form of entity mentions [12], knowledge graphs [11], and question-answer pairs [7]. Memory attention layers in these models are used to influence the computation of transformer layers and have proven critical for factual question-answering and sentence completion over their parametric counterparts.

2.3 3D Instance Segmentation

Instance segmentation in 3D has been traditionally approached as a clustering problem [8, 39]. Point-based methods learn either translation vectors mapping every point to its instance’s center [6, 20, 45] or similarities across points [46, 58], followed by one or more stages of clustering. Similarly, [21, 47] oversegment the point cloud into small regions and then merge them into parts. Yu et al. [57] recursively decompose a point cloud into segments of finer resolution. [33, 41] learn representative vectors that form clusters by voting for each point. However, these approaches usually assume a fixed label space and need to train a separate model for each sub-task. In contrast, we employ Detection Transformers [5] for instance segmentation by repurposing the query vectors to act as representative vectors. We extend this set of queries with memory-initialized queries, enabling in-context reasoning. This allows us to train one model across all categories. As our results show, in absence of such memory contextualization, training one model across multiple categories gives inferior results (Table 4.8).
2.4 Neural-Symbolic Models

Analogical Networks represent knowledge explicitly, in terms of structured visual memories, where each one is a graph of part-entity neural embeddings. A structured visual memory can be considered the neural equivalent of a FRAME introduced in [32], “a graph of nodes and their relations for representing a stereotyped situation, like being in a certain kind of living room, or going to a child’s birthday party”, to quote Minsky [32]. FRAME nodes would operate as “slots” to be filled with specific entities, or symbols, in the visual scene. Symbol detection would be carried out by a separate state estimation process such as general-purpose object detectors [59], employed also by recent neuro-symbolic models [30, 54, 55]. In-the-wild detection of symbols (e.g., chair handles, faucet tips, fridge doors) typically fails, which is precisely the reason why these earlier symbolic systems of knowledge, largely disconnected from the sensory input, have not been widely adopted. Analogical Networks take a step towards addressing these shortcomings by including symbol detection as part of the FRAME inference itself, through a top-down modulation that uses the context represented in the FRAME memory graph, to jointly search for multiple entities and localize them in context of one another.
2. Related Works
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Approach:
Analogical Networks for 3D object parsing

The architecture of Analogical Networks for 3D part segmentation is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It is comprised of two encoders, a retriever and a modulator, as well as a collection of labeled 3D object point clouds of different categories and segmentation granularity as the memory set. The same object with finer or coarser segmentation labeling is represented in different memories.

In a nutshell, Analogical Networks work as follows: First, an encoder encodes the input point cloud and memory point clouds into 1D vectors, and the retriever retrieves the top-k closest memories to the input. A second encoder encodes each retrieved memory into a set of part embeddings by pooling features inside each part, and encodes the input scene into point features. The retrieved memory part embeddings initialize queries, tasked to decode the parts of the input scene. The modulator uses multiple iterations of attention operations to jointly contextualize the input point features and the memory part queries. Queries having high confidence decode the “analogous” parts in the input 3D point cloud. When a memory part query is used to decode an analogous part in the input point cloud, we say that the two parts are put in correspondence by the model. The colors in columns 2, 3 and 5, 6 of Figure 1.1 denote part correspondence between the retrieved memory parts and the input point
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Figure 3.1: Architecture for Analogical Networks. Analogical Networks are comprised of an encoder, retriever, and modulator sub-modules. Labeled memories and the (unlabelled) input point cloud are first separately encoded into feature embeddings and the top-\(k\) most similar memories to the present input are retrieved. Here for clarity of presentation, we show the case for \(k = 1\). Each retrieved memory part embedding initializes a query that is akin to a slot to be “filled” with the analogous part entity in the present scene. These queries are appended to a set of learnable scene-agnostic queries. The modulator contextualizes the queries with the input point cloud through iterative self and cross-attention operations that also update the point features of the input. When a memory part query decodes a part in the input point cloud, we say the two parts are put into analogical correspondence by the model. We color them with the same color to visually indicate this correspondence.

cloud. Note that more than one memory can be retrieved and used, allowing us to mix parts of different memories to explain the current input, as shown in Figure 3 right.

3.1 Encoders

Our model has two encoders, one used for retrieval (green in Figure 3.1) and one for modulation (blue in Figure 3.1). Both encoders have a PointNet++ backbone [35].

The encoder used in retrieval first extracts features for the input point cloud and each memory point cloud and summarizes each memory and input feature cloud
into a 1D vector using average pooling. This encoder is trained with within-instance correspondence pre-training, as explained later.

The encoder used in modulation encodes the input scene $S$ and each retrieved memory scene $M$ to a set of 3D point features. 3D positional encodings are then added to the 3D point features. Each labeled part $p$ of $M$ is then encoded into a 1D feature vector $f_p^M$ by average pooling of its point features. This encoder is trained end-to-end with the modulator, i.e., gradients of the part segmentation objectives back-propagate to the encoder.

### 3.2 Retriever

Given the memory and input normalized 1D encodings, the top-$k$ memories are retrieved by computing an inner product between the input point cloud feature and memory features.

### 3.3 Modulator

The modulator sub-network resembles the decoder of a detection transformer (DETR) [5] with two key differences: First, instead of only using a set of scene-agnostic learnable query vectors (64 in our case), it also considers the retrieved memory part features $f_p^M$ (where $M = 1..k$) as queries, i.e., candidates for decoding parts in the input point cloud scene. Second, during the iterative self and cross-attention layers, both the queries and the point features of the input scene are updated, while in DETR, only the queries are updated. We consider 6 layers of self and cross-attention. More details and pseudocode are provided in the appendix (A.0.1).

Lastly, we upsample the point features to the original resolution using convolutional layers [35] and compute an inner product between each query and point feature to compute the segmentation mask for each query. The output of the modulator is a set of $N_q$ segmentation mask proposals and corresponding confidence scores, where $N_q$ is the total number of queries. At training time, these proposals are matched to ground-truth instance binary masks using the Hungarian matching algorithm [5]. For the proposals that are matched to a ground-truth instance, we compute the
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3.4 Within-Instance Correspondence Pre-Training

In Analogical Networks, the retrieval process is not end-to-end differentiable with respect to the downstream scene parsing task. This is because i) we have no ground-truth annotations for retrieval and ii) the retrieved memories are contextualized with the input through dense cross-attention operations, instead of bi-encoder fusion [31]; the former, although a stronger performer than bi-encoder models, is costly to compute for the whole memory set. Thus, our solution is a hard top-k selection of
memories that is not differentiable with respect to the memory feature vectors used by the retriever, as also explained in [7].

We devise a novel pre-training scheme where we pre-train the encoder and modulator parameters independently of the retriever, by augmenting (rotating and deforming [25]) each training 3D point cloud and using the original point cloud as the modulating memory, as shown in the left side of Figure 3.2. In this special case, we actually have ground-truth information regarding the part association between the original and the augmented point cloud. We thus supervise each memory part query to decode the corresponding deformed part in the input cloud and do not use Hungarian matching. We do not have such part association ground truth during regular (cross-instance) training.

We describe the algorithm for within-instance correspondence pre-training of Analogical networks at 1.

3.5 Cross-Instance Training

After within-instance pre-training (Algorithm 1), we maintain two copies of the encoder weights: one copy acts as the encoder of the retriever and is frozen. The other copy is used as the encoder for modulation and is further trained cross-instance, i.e., with the modulating memory being sampled from the top-k retrieved memories. During cross-instance training (Algorithm 2), we further co-train with within-instance training data. We found that in this second training stage, using the part association supervision in within-instance examples does not further contribute to performance, so we use our standard losses and Hungarian matching.

We describe the algorithm for cross-instance correspondence pre-training of Analogical networks at 2.
3. Approach: Analogical Networks for 3D object parsing
Chapter 4

Experiments

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Setup

We test Analogical Networks on PartNet [33], an established benchmark for 3D object segmentation. PartNet contains multiple 3D object instances from 24 object categories, each segmented into three different levels of granularity. We also train and test Analogical Networks on ScanObjectNN [44], which contains noisy and incomplete real-world point clouds. ScanObjectNN contains real-world object instances from 15 categories derived from scene datasets (SceneNN [16] and ScanNet [10]). We consider two experimental paradigms:

**Many-shot:** We split the exemplars of the base categories into train and test sets. The model is tested on segmenting instances of the same categories in the test set. Our base categories for PartNet are Chair, Display, Storage Furniture, Bottle, Clock, Door, Earphone, Faucet, Knife, Lamp, Trash Can, and Vase. For ScanObjectNN dataset, base categories are Bag, Bin, Box, Cabinet, Chair, Desk, Door, Pillow, Shelf, Sink, and Sofa.

**Few-shot:** \( K \) examples of novel categories are given, and the model is tasked to segment new examples of these categories. This tests few-shot adaptation. We consider \( K = 1 \) and \( K = 5 \) setups. Our novel categories for PartNet dataset are Table, Bed, Dishwasher, and Refrigerator. For ScanObjectNN dataset, novel categories are Table, Bed, Display, and Toilet.
4. Experiments

Our experiments aim to answer the following questions:

Q1: How do Analogical Networks compare to parametric SOTA neural networks and meta-learning networks for 3D object parsing in the many-shot and few-shot paradigms? (Section 4.2.1)

Q2: How much does weight updating (fine-tuning) over memory expansion help few-shot adaptation in Analogical Networks? (Section 4.2.1)

Q3: How much within-instance correspondence pre-training helps Analogical Networks?

Q4: How does the proposed query-centric modulation compare against more conventional memory-augmented neural networks [51] where memories are attended to but not used directly as decoding slot queries? (Section 4.2.1)

Q5: How well do Analogical Networks learn part-based associations across exemplars without part association or part semantic label supervision? (Section 4.3)

Q6: What is the effect of using different retrieval mechanisms (Section 4.4.1, 4.4.2) and the importance of training using multiple classes (Section 4.5)?

4.2 Instance Segmentation without Semantic labels

Evaluation metrics We use the Adjusted Random Index (ARI) as our segmentation quality metric [36], which is a label-agnostic clustering score ranging from $-1$ (worst) to 1 (best). ARI calculates the similarity between two point clusters while being invariant to the order of the cluster centers. We compute $100 \times$ ARI using the publicly available implementation of [22].

Baselines We compare our model to the following models in the literature: PartNet [33] is an instance segmentation model with the same input encoder as our model. 3D-DETR is a 3D detection transformer network with the same backbone as our model and similar segmentation prediction head and loss, but without any memory retrieval, akin to the 3D equivalent of a state-of-the-art 2D image segmentor [1, 5]. Note that point features are updated during the decoder layers, the same as in our model, which we found to help performance. Prototypical Networks is an adaptation of the episodic prototypical networks for image classification of [40] to the task of
3D object part segmentation. Specifically, given a set of N labeled point clouds, we form average feature vectors for each semantic labeled part and use them as queries to segment points into corresponding part masks.

Contrary to 3D-DETR, Analogical Networks attend on external memories. Contrary to Prototypical Networks, our model considers feature contextualization between memory prototypes and the input scene.

We further consider the following ablated versions of our model; each one aims to evaluate a specific aspect of its design: Analogical Networks w/o memory part queries is a model similar to the parametric 3D-DETR baseline augmented with attention to retrieved memories [51]. Instead of using the part memory features as queries, this baseline updates the scene-agnostic query vectors by iteratively attending to the input feature cloud and the memory part features. Different from Analogical Networks, correspondence cannot emerge between a memory and the input scene, since the model does not encode such correspondence explicitly, but only implicitly, in the attention operations. Analogical Networks single memory is Analogical Networks with a single modulating memory, in contrast to Analogical Networks multi-memory that uses five memories. Analogical Networks w/o pretrain is our model without the self-supervised within-instance correspondence objective for training of the modulator and encoder weights.

4.2.1 Many and few-shot 3D object part segmentation

The PartNet benchmark supplies three levels of segmentation per object instance, where level 3 is the most fine-grained. We train and test our model and baselines on all three levels of segmentation. We use a learnable level embedding concatenated to the input for our baselines PartNet and 3D-DETR, as is usually the case in multi-task models [19]. In the many-shot setting, all examples in the training set become part of our model’s memory. The retriever has access to the object category. In the few-shot setting, Analogical Networks adapt in two ways i) by expanding the memory of the model with the novel K-shot support examples, and ii) by further adapting the weights via fine-tuning to parse the K examples. In this case, the memory set is only the novel labeled support set instances.

We show quantitative results in Table 4.1. Our conclusions are as follows: (i)
Table 4.1: Results on few-shot and many-shot 3D object segmentation on PartNet [33]. Our few-shot experiments use four held-out (novel) categories. We report mean and standard deviation for few-shot ARI performance over 10 tasks (each task consists of a different subset of the K-shot support set). Without any fine-tuning, Analogical Networks outperform 3D-DETR by 26% in the few-shot setup. Though weight fine-tuning helps both models, it brings a performance boost of 18% for 3D-DETR and only 2% for our model. This means Analogical Networks can generalize and adapt few-shot to new categories by expanding their memory without any weight interference. Even upon fine-tuning, Analogical Networks outperform 3D-DETR by 10% ARI.

Analogical Networks dramatically outperform parametric DETR segmentors in few-shot learning (Q1). While in the base category test set, the two models have similar performance (70.5 versus 70.6), when adapting few-shot to the novel categories, Analogical Networks dramatically outperforms 3D-DETR (48.6 versus 58.4 in 5-shot ARI). (ii) Analogical networks can adapt few-shot to novel categories without weight updates, simply by memory expansion (Q2). Indeed, the 5-shot performance of our multi-memory model is very close before and after fine-tuning in the novel categories. (iii) Multi-memory Analogical Networks outperform single memory Analogical Networks in few-shot adaptation. (iv) Within-instance correspondence pre-training helps Analogical Networks to adapt few-shot to the novel categories. (Q3) (v) Attending on retrieved memory part features and contextualizing them with the input, as done in Analogical Networks w/o memory part queries, helps over parametric segmentors (Q4) in few-shot settings. Our interpretation of this interesting result is that attending on relevant memories permits a model to operate in context
and overcome challenges caused by imbalance of examples across categories. Rare instances are not forgotten as they are explicitly saved in the external memory and, upon retrieval and modulation with the input, can steer inference. In parametric-only networks, rare examples are in competition with examples in the mode of the training distribution for their representation in the parameters. Still, this memory-augmented model exhibits much worse performance than our complete model without weight fine-tuning (49% versus 56.4 % ARI).

4.2.2 ARI Performance of PartNet Base Categories

We provide category-specific many-shot ARI scores for our model and baselines on the training categories in Table 4.2. Note that all models in this table are trained on all classes and segmentation levels jointly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Base Categories (ARI ↑)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D-DETR</td>
<td>76.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks w/o memory part queries</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory w/o pretrain</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory</td>
<td>79.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks multi-memory</td>
<td>78.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Category specific ARI scores for base categories of PartNet dataset [33].

4.2.3 ARI Evaluation on ScanObjectNN Dataset [44]

We train and test Analogical Networks on ScanObjectNN [44], which contains noisy and incomplete real-world point clouds. Note that our model is at a disadvantage in this setup because of the inconsistent labeling of ScanObjectNN. For example, as we show in rows 5 and 6 of Figure 4.1, the legs of a chair may be annotated as a single part or multiple parts in the dataset. Although the PartNet dataset provides the “level” information, there is no such information in ScanObjectNN. We empirically find that the label space is more often closer to PartNet’s level 1. As a result, the baselines (3D-DETR and PartNet) learn to always predict the most frequent label space. Analogical Networks need to retrieve an object of the same level label space as the expected, which happens at best. This means that Analogical Networks have
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higher chances of not “guessing” the expected label space correctly, and thus, even if our predictions are plausible, they are penalized.

Despite this disadvantage, Analogical Networks maintain high performance on both base and novel categories and outperform the baselines PartNet and 3D-DETR. We show qualitative results in Figure 4.1 for base classes and in Figure 4.2 for novel classes. We can see that our predictions are always plausible and consistent with the retrieved memory, even if the expected label space is different.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Fine-tuned?</th>
<th>Novel Categories</th>
<th>Base Categories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5-shot ARI (↑)</td>
<td>Many shot ARI (↑)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>28.9 ±0.11</td>
<td>42.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>37.4 ±2.90</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D-DETR</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>49.1 ± 0.15</td>
<td>58.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>56.9 ± 4.67</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours)</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>51.3 ± 3.02</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>59.6 ± 4.95</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Results on few-shot and many-shot 3D object segmentation on ScanObjectNN [44]. Our few-shot experiments use four held-out (novel) categories: Table, Bed, Display, Toilet. We use 11 Base categories: Bag, Bin, Box, Cabinet, Chair, Desk, Door, Pillow, Shelf, Sink and Sofa. We report mean and standard deviation for few-shot ARI performance over 10 tasks (each task consists of a different subset of the 5-shot support set).

4.3 Evaluation of Emergent Part Correspondences

In this section, we evaluate the quality of cross-exemplar part correspondences that emerge in Analogical Networks. Our model is trained solely for the segmentation of 3D objects, and no semantic part labels are used during training. The only cross-part association (correspondence) supervision is during pre-training, where the parts in a 3D point cloud are used as queries to decode the corresponding part of the augmented 3D point cloud. Yet, through the use of memory part queries shown in Figure 3.1, our model can “label” input scenes with the labels of the corresponding memory parts. If the parts of visual memories are semantically labeled, those semantic labels will propagate to the input scene. Parts decoded from scene-agnostic queries are not put in correspondence with any memory in our model. We found 80% of 3D points to be
on parts decoded by memory part queries on average.

Here we evaluate the quality of label propagation through emergent correspondences by evaluating few-shot part instance segmentation and semantic segmentation. We compare against 3D-DETR semantic, which is our 3D-DETR baseline additionally supervised for predicting semantic part labels. Similar to our model, Prototypical Networks propagate semantic labels of the prototypical part features. We evaluate Prototypical Networks only for semantic segmentation since it cannot easily produce instance segments: if multiple part instances belong to the same label, this model assumes they belong to the same semantic prototype. We also train Analogical Networks semantic, a version of our model where the scene-agnostic queries are explicitly supervised for semantic part labels.

**Evaluation metrics** We use mean Panoptic Quality (PQ) [26] for part instance segmentation. We use mean intersection over union (mIoU) for 3D point semantic segmentation.

We show quantitative semantic and instance segmentation results in Table 4.4. Analogical Networks show very high semantic and instance segmentation accuracy via label propagation through memory part queries, **without any supervision (Q5).** We report two sets of numbers for our model. The first penalizes points that belong on parts decoded by scene agnostic queries and assumes they have wrong labels, the second only evaluates segmentation scores on the 3D points on parts decoded by part memory queries.

4.3.1 Evaluation on the Labeled Instance Segmentation Setup

We compare our Analogical Networks semantic model with baselines such as PartNet [33], SGPN [46], PE [58] and Semantic Segmentation-Assisted Instance Feature Fusion (SAIF) [41] for AP50 metric in Table 4.5. We observe that our model Analogical Networks semantic outperforms the existing approach by a large margin. Note that our model is at a disadvantage because it is tested without fine-tuning on novel classes (Bed, Dishwasher, Fridge, and Table) and as a result has never seen any examples of these classes at training time, apart from in-context usage of
Table 4.4: Part Semantic and Instance Segmentation performance on few-shot and many-shot 3D object segmentation on PartNet dataset [33]. Few-shot performance is calculated by averaging over the 10 different \(K\)-shot tasks (each task consists of a different support set, we observed std of \(\sim 0.02\) for all the reported values). * performance is calculated on the subset of input 3D points that were classified by memory part queries (and not by the scene agnostic queries since, in the latter case, semantic labels cannot be propagated.)

4.4 Retrieval Ablations

4.4.1 Performance under Varying Retrieval Schemes

In the few-shot setting, we evaluate the performance of Analogical Networks under varying memory retrieval schemes in Table 4.6. We compare against a hypothetical oracle retriever that can fetch the most helpful (in terms of resulting ARI) memory for each input. Our conclusions are as follows: (i) Analogical Networks with an oracle memory retriever perform better than Analogical Networks using memories retrieved by the retriever. This suggests that better training of our retriever or exploring its co-training with the rest of our model could have a significant impact on improving its performance. (ii) Considering any of the 5-shot exemplars randomly does slightly worse than using memories retrieved by our retriever. (iii) Chamfer distance, (which measures the squared distance of each point in the given point cloud with its nearest neighbor in the other point cloud), performs worse than distance metrics applied on embeddings (cosine, L1). (iv) Using cosine or L1 distance metric results
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Avg</th>
<th>Bed</th>
<th>Bath</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Clock</th>
<th>Dish</th>
<th>Disp</th>
<th>Door</th>
<th>Ear</th>
<th>Fridge</th>
<th>Lamp</th>
<th>Lean</th>
<th>Shelf</th>
<th>Stove</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Trash</th>
<th>Vase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SGPN</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>22.1</td>
<td>30.5</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>45.1</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>38.3</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>46.9</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>50.8</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>74.4</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>69.6</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>36.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>44.7</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>52.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>52.7</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>77.1</td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>95.3</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>73.1</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>48.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>50.7</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>43.2</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>47.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>50.1</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>88.7</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>60.5</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>39.6</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>57.4</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>30.9</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>87.4</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td>21.7</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>44.0</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td>69.9</td>
<td>92.3</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>65.5</td>
<td>54.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAIF</td>
<td>Coarse</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>80.9</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>75.3</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>89.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Middle</td>
<td>63.6</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>76.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fine</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>43.8</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>62.0</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>79.0</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>66.8</td>
<td>72.3</td>
<td>79.1</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>66.6</td>
<td>82.3</td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Part instance segmentation AP50 performance of the test set on PartNet [33]. We report performance across 3 level of segmentation levels for Analogical Networks semantic (ours) and compare with baselines PartNet [33], SGPN [46], PE [58] and SAIF [41] that train a separate model for each category. We report the results for other baselines as mentioned in SAIF [41].

in similar ARI performance. This is probably because we do not optimize for the retrieval task explicitly. Thus the feature space is not regularized for a specific distance metric. This however could be a more important choice if we train the retriever end-to-end with the modulator.

4.4.2 Qualitative Performance of the Retriever

We show qualitative results of the retriever on multiple classes, both seen (Figure 4.4) during training and unseen (Figure 4.5). We observe the following: (i) The retriever considers fine-grained object similarities and not only class information. To illustrate this, we include two examples for the “Chair” and “Earphone” classes in Figure 4.4, as well as the “Bed” and “Refrigerator” classes in Figure 4.5. Different instances of the same category retrieve very different memories that share both structural and semantic similarities with the respective input point cloud. (ii)
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Fine-tuned?</th>
<th>Modulating Memory</th>
<th>Novel Category: 5-shot ARI (↑)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>52.2 ± 0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (cosine)</td>
<td>54.2 ± 1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (L1)</td>
<td>54.4 ± 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (Chamfer)</td>
<td>52.7 ± 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>61.9 ± 1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Random</td>
<td>53.5 ± 1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>single memory (ours)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (cosine)</td>
<td>56.3 ± 1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (L1)</td>
<td>55.5 ± 1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Retriever (Chamfer)</td>
<td>54.0 ± 0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Oracle</td>
<td>62.3 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Ablations on ARI segmentation performance under varying retrieval schemes for 5-shot on 4 novel categories.

retriever generalizes to novel classes, not seen during training, as shown in Figure 4.5.

For ScanObjectNN dataset, we visualize top-4 retrieval results in Figure 4.3.

4.5 The Effect of Training on Multiple Classes

One advantage of Analogical Networks is that it can adapt in different contexts simply by retrieving memories of different object classes or segmentation granularity. This allows our model to i) generalize few-shot to novel classes without fine-tuning (i.e., without updating model parameters) and ii) improve many-shot performance across all classes using a single model. We quantitatively show this in Table 4.8, where we compare against the parametric models PartNet [33] and 3D-DETR. We train each model under three setups: i) only on “Chair”, which is the most common category (see Table 4.7, approximately half of our training examples fall into this category), ii) only on “Faucet”, which is a class with relatively few examples (Table 4.7), iii) on all classes. We test the performance of each variant on the two selected classes as well as the four novel classes we use throughout our paper.

We can observe the following patterns: (i) Models trained on a single category usually fail to generalize to other classes even after fine-tuning, despite their strong performance on the training class. (ii) Analogical Networks trained on all classes outperform category-specific models on all tested setups. This
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### Table 4.7: Number of samples per category in the PartNet dataset [33].

Note that each sample has annotations for three levels of segmentation granularity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Base Categories</th>
<th>Chair</th>
<th>Display</th>
<th>Storage</th>
<th>Furniture</th>
<th>Bottle</th>
<th>Clock</th>
<th>Door</th>
<th>Earphone</th>
<th>Faucet</th>
<th>Knife</th>
<th>Lamp</th>
<th>TrashCan</th>
<th>Vase</th>
<th>Table</th>
<th>Bed</th>
<th>Dishwasher</th>
<th>Refrigerator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>436</td>
<td>2209</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>8218</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>187</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.8: Comparison of single-category trained and multi-category trained models.** Analogical Networks both do better within a category and generalize better when trained across all categories, while the baselines do better within a category if trained only with that category. The baselines lack in-context learning, and specialization in a category fights generalization across categories. For Analogical Networks, specialization and generalization objectives align. They do better in both many-shot and few-shot when trained with diverse data.

is not true for the other baselines. Both PartNet and 3D-DETR are better when trained on a single class and tested on the same class. Analogical Networks generalizes better with more diverse data, as the model learns to use labeled memory as input context.

---

**Method** | **Fine-tuned?** | **Novel Categories** | **Chair** | **Faucet** |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>5-shot ARI (↑)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARI (↑)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ARI (↑)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Faucet”</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.20</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Chair”</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.6 ± 1.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.6 ± 0.14</td>
<td>75.1</td>
<td>24.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>24.1 ± 2.89</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Faucet”</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.0 ± 0.45</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>60.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Chair”</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.3 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.7 ± 0.16</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Faucet”</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.1 ± 2.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet trained on “Chair”</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.2 ± 0.08</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>46.3 ± 2.85</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.2 ± 0.82</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>70.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PartNet</td>
<td></td>
<td>48.6 ± 2.46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours) trained on “Faucet”</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.2 ± 0.74</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours) trained on “Chair”</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.7 ± 2.43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours) trained on “Faucet”</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.9 ± 1.84</td>
<td>78.4</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours) trained on “Chair”</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.9 ± 1.13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours)</td>
<td></td>
<td>54.2 ± 1.36</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>75.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analogical Networks single memory (ours)</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.3 ± 1.59</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.6 Limitations - Future directions

Below we present a set of future directions that are necessary for Analogical Networks to scale beyond the segmentation of single object scenes.

(i) The retriever in Analogical Networks currently operates over whole object memories, and it is not end-to-end differentiable with respect to the downstream task. Sub-object part-centric memory representations would permit fine-grained retrieval of visual memory scenes. We further plan to explore alternative supervision for the retriever module inspired by works in the language domain [17, 18].

(ii) Scaling Analogical Networks to segmentation of complete, multi-object 3D scenes in realistic home environments requires scaling up the size of memory collection. It would further necessitate bootstrapping fine-grained object part annotations, missing from 3D scene datasets [10], by transferring knowledge of object part compositions from PartNet. Such semi-supervised fine-grained scene parsing is an exciting avenue for future work.

(iii) So far we have assumed the input to Analogical Networks to be a complete 3D point cloud. However, this is hardly ever the case in reality. Humans and machines need to make sense of single view, incomplete and noisy observations. Extending Analogical Networks with generative heads that detect not only analogous parts in the input but also in-paint or complete missing parts is a direct avenue for future work.
Figure 4.1: Results on base category samples from ScanObjectNN [44] using Analogical Networks.
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Figure 4.2: Results on novel category samples from ScanObjectNN [44] using Analogical Networks.

Figure 4.3: Top-4 retrieved results for the input point cloud from ScanObjectNN [44] dataset.
Figure 4.4: Top-4 retrieved results for each input point cloud. Examples from base classes of PartNet [33] dataset. Note that instances of the same category can retrieve different memories, focusing on structural similarity and not only semantics.
Figure 4.5: Top-4 retrieved results for each input point cloud. Examples from novel classes of PartNet [33] dataset. Note that instances of the same category can retrieve different memories, focusing on structural similarity and not only semantics. This behavior generalizes to novel classes as well, even if the model has never seen such geometries before.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

We presented Analogical Networks, a model for associative 3D visual parsing that encodes domain knowledge – (1) explicitly in a set of past labeled exemplars and (2) implicitly in model parameters. Analogical Networks does not follow the traditional approach of mapping visual scenes to semantic labels and instead puts forward an analogical in-context paradigm of linking input to past scenes and their parts labels. Given an input scene, the model retrieves a set of labeled memory point clouds and contextualizes those with the input through attention operations. The contextualized memory part features decode corresponding parts in the input point cloud. By framing visual parsing as analogical correspondence, Analogical Networks can be trained and share knowledge across multiple tasks. Here, each task is communicated via the features and labels of appropriate conditioning memories that act as the 'context' for prediction. One-shot, few-shot, or many-shot learning is treated uniformly by conditioning to the appropriate set of memories, whether taken from a single, few, or many memory exemplars and inferring analogous parses. We showed Analogical Networks outperform SOTA baselines in both many and few-shot parsing evaluation settings. We further showed part correspondences emerge across exemplars without supervision as a by-product of the analogical inductive bias.
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Appendix A

Ablations

The Appendix is organized as follows: In Section A.0.1, we provide implementation details and the pseudo-code for training Analogical Networks. In section A.0.2, we provide extensive qualitative visual object parsing results for single and multi memory variants of Analogical Networks.

A.0.1 Implementation Details and Pseudo Code

For both stages of training (i.e. within-instance correspondence pre-training and cross-instance training), we use AdamW optimizer [28] with an initial learning rate of 1e$^{-4}$ and batch size of 8. We train the model for 40 epochs within-instance and 25 cross-instance with a learning rate schedule decay of 0.5 at every 30$^{th}$ epoch. For few-shot fine-tuning/evaluation, we use AdamW optimizer with an initial learning rate of 1e$^{-5}$ and batch size of 4. We fine-tune it for 30 epochs and we report the performance across 10 different task runs (each task has a different set of K support samples). We describe Analogical Networks’ training details in the following pseudo-code for within (Algorithm 1) and cross-instance training (Algorithm 2) respectively.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo code for within-instance correspondence pre-training of Analogical Networks

for S in dataloader: # load a batch with B samples
    M = S # the memory is the un-augmented version
    S = augment(S) # the input is augmented
    # S : B x Np x 3 and M: B x Np x 3
    # Compute point features
    F^S = pc_encoder(S) # B x N x C
    F^M = pc_encoder(M) # B x N x C
    # Initialize memory part queries
    f^M = part_encoder(F^M) # B x P x C
    # Add positional embedding
    x = pos_encode(F^S)
    y = pos_encode(f^M) # B x P x C
    Loss = 0
    # Do multiple layers of modulation using Self-Attn and Cross-Attn
    for layer in num_layers:
        x = Self-Attn(x) # B x N x C
        y = Self-Attn(y) # B x P x C
        x = Cross-Attn(x, y) # B x N x C
        y = Cross-Attn(y, x) # B x P x C
        X = upsampler(x) # B x Np x C
        point_query_similarity = matmul(normalize(X), normalize(y.T)) # B x Np x P
        Loss += Segmentation_Loss(argmax(point_query_similarity, -1), Xp(M))

    # optimizer step
    loss.backward()
    optimizer.step()
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo code for cross-instance training of Analogical Networks

# S: input point cloud, M: retrieved memory point cloud, Np: numbers of points in S or M, N: sub-sampled points, C: number of feature channels, P: number of parts in M
# Q: number of learnable scene-agnostic queries
# pc_encoder: point cloud encoder
# Xp_Hungarian: Hungarian matched label assignment of points in S to queries
# yp_Hungarian: Hungarian matched label assignment of queries to GT parts in S
# part_encoder: Computes the part features using mean pooling
# pos_encode: Adds positional encoding
# upsampler: Upsamples point cloud
# Objectness_loss: Binary cross entropy loss to decide which queries (scene-agnostic+learnable) would be responsible for decoding parts
# Segmentation_Loss: Cross entropy loss to assign each point to the hungarian matched query.

for S,M in dataloader: # load a batch with B samples
    # S : B x Np x 3 and M: B x Np x 3
    # Compute point features
    F^S = pc_encoder(S) # B x N x C
    F^M = pc_encoder(M) # B x N x C

    # Initialize memory part queries
    f^M = part_encoder(F^M) # B x P x C

    # Add positional embedding
    x = pos_encode(F^S)
    y = Concatenate(pos_encode(f^M), scene_agnostic_queries) # B x (P + Q) x C

    Loss = 0
    # Do multiple layers of modulation using Self-Attn and Cross-Attn
    for layer in num_layers:
        x = Self-Attn(x) # B x N x C
        y = Self-Attn(y) # B x P x C
        x = Cross-Attn(x, y) # B x N x C
        y = Cross-Attn(y, x) # B x P x C
        X = upsampler(x) # B x Np x C
        point_query_similarity = matmul(normalize(X), normalize(y.T)) # B x Np x (P + Q)

    Loss += Segmentation_Loss(armax(point_query_similarity, -1), Xp_Hungarian) + Objectness_loss(y, yp_Hungarian)

    # optimizer step
    loss.backward()
    optimizer.step()

A.0.2 Qualitative Parsing Results for Single-Memory and Multi-Memory Analogical Networks

In this section, we show our model’s qualitative results for object parsing. In the Figures A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, A.6, 4.1, 4.2 we use the following 5-column pattern:
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- Unlabelled input point cloud
- Memory used for modulation
- Object parsing generated using only the memory part queries (not the scene-agnostic queries). In this column, regions that are not decoded by a memory part query are colored in black.
- Final predicted segmentation parsing using both memory-initialized queries and scene-agnostic queries. Regions that are colored in black in the third column but colored differently in the fourth column are decoded by scene-agnostic queries.
- Input point cloud’s ground truth segmentation at the granularity level of the memory.

We qualitatively show the emergence of part correspondence between retrieved memory (column 2) and the input point cloud parsed using memory queries (column 3). Parts having the same color in columns 2 and 3 demonstrate correspondence, i.e. a part in column 2 decodes the part with the same color in column 3. Analogical Networks promote correspondence of parts on both base (Figure A.1 bottom and A.2) and novel (Figure A.1 top and A.3) categories. This correspondence is semantic but also geometric, as can be seen in Figure A.5. When multiple memories are available, Analogical Networks mix and match parts of different memories to parse the input. Furthermore, we show parsing results for Analogical Networks single memory w/o pretrain in Figure A.6. We observe that all of memory part query are inactive in the parsing stage. This demonstrates the utility of within-instance pre-training, as without this pre-training part correspondence does not emerge, as shown in Figure A.6. Lastly, we show that Analogical Networks generalize to noisy and incomplete point clouds in ScanObjectNN.
Figure A.1: Qualitative object parsing results using Analogical Networks.
Figure A.2: Qualitative object parsing results for Analogical Networks.
Figure A.3: Qualitative results on novel category samples from PartNet dataset [33] using Analogical Networks without fine-tuning.
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Figure A.4: Modulation using multi-memory Analogical Networks. The model takes as input 5 different memories simultaneously and then parses the object. Each row shows the effect of a different memory. All memories decode simultaneously and we show which part each one decodes in the third column. In the fourth column we show the combined predictions of all memories and scene-agnostic queries.
Figure A.5: To qualitatively evaluate the effect of modulation in parsing, we modulate the input point cloud with a different category object and show its corresponding object parsing that is predicted by Analogical Networks. The model is able to generalize geometric correspondences across instances of different classes, e.g. display and clock.
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Figure A.6: We show the parsing of input point cloud using Analogical Networks single memory w/o pretrain. Most regions are black in column 3, denoting that memory part queries do not decode anything and everything is being decoded by scene-agnostic queries. This highlights the role of within-instance pre-training for the emergence of part correspondence.
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